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The Legacy Continues
Building Spiritual Maturity

For many, many ages people have not grown
out of their spiritual childhood because they
judged, criticized, and condemned-instead
of understood, encouraged, and inspired.

(Other Worlds by Torkom Saraydarian, p. 576)

This is a beautiful definition of a spiri-
tually mature person. Physical age does
not necessarily mean we are spiritually
mature. Spiritual maturity is achieved
through lifetimes of labor on the nurtur-
ing and development of the human soul.
The human soul grows and blooms in ma-
turity as a result of the lessons learned
while interacting with others. Interacting
with others chisels away the rough edges
of the soul and lets it bloom in all three of
its Divine qualities: Willpower, Love, and
Intelligence. These three qualities are the
stuff of life of the soul. They are developed
when the soul overcomes all the obstacles
on the path of growth and development.

"For the Spark, the going out into ma-
terialization was easy, like a straw floating
down on the waves of the river, but the
path leading back home is not easy. All
that was done on the path of separation
must be undone on the path of unifica-
tion. All that was lost on the way of invo-
lution must be found consciously on the

way of evolution or unification. It is on
this path of unification that the will of the
psyche began to develop. The willpower is
just like a root shooting into the darkness
of the future, providing the nourishment
of vision for the form.

"The second power is the power of at-
traction, the power of love. It was devel-
oped while the psyche found the inner re-
lationship between himself and other trav-
elers on the path.

"Love is the progressive realization of
the essential unity of the manifested
Sparks.

"Love is the process of right communi-
cation with the traveling Sparks and their
vision.

"Love is the ability to offer oneself as a
way of achievement for others.

"And love can be developed through an
intense interest to serve and to sacrifice.

"The third power is intelligence. Intelli-
gence was developed during the path of
return as the Spark found out the right
ways to unfold Itself and to use energy and
matter.

"Every time the Spark met a problem
on the way of return, It tried to solve that
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problem. This effort evoked the ability to deal with
energy and matter in a goal-fitting way"

(The Psyche and Psychism by Torkom Saraydarian, pp. 15-16.) 

A spiritually mature person has developed, to a
large extent, his soul powers of light, love, and
willpower. These are created as the soul interacts first
with the elementals of his three bodies, and learns to
keep them under its control, and then as the soul in-
teracts with others around him. It is this interaction
that teaches us that we are never alone and that we are
able to grow and unfold as a result of interactions.

Spiritual maturity results in right human relations.
The more mature we are, the better relations we have.
As it is in individuals, so it is in groups and commu-
nities and nations. The more mature a group is, the
better relations it enjoys within its membership and
with other groups and communities.

Can we find such people among us? Indeed, often
we do. They are not the loud and noisy ones. They are
not the opinionated ones who try to bring attention
to themselves. When we meet such mature individu-
als, we find that they listen. They do not jump to
speak or give their opinion. They are reticent. They
are joyful, calm, and serene. They are self-confident
and do not quickly seize the moment to display their
talents. We often see this in men and women who are
older. We see their youthful hard edges are softening
and they are beginning to understand life better. They
no longer try to re-make others in their own image.
They accept more. They understand. They encourage
others to keep on striving, trying, and always give in-
spiration by the very life they live. When we meet
such men and women, we immediately love them and
wish to be around them.

Compare this to the people that we meet who are
always noisy, showy, and malcontent. They judge
everything they meet: the weather, the landscape, the
people, the office, and the group. There is always
something to criticize. They condemn, and dismiss
people for not being like they wish them to be. They
are always trying to change the world around them
and the people in it according to their standards. We
find we are not attracted to such people. They repel

us. They do not have love and intelligence. They do
not have self-control. They are spiritual children,
frozen in some time of their lives.

We are slowly realizing that all we want as human
beings is to enjoy right human relations. We are
searching for ways to establish this condition. We are
looking for ways to understand others who are differ-
ent, who may think and believe differently than we
do, who look and do things differently. We are truly
trying to think in terms of human unity. We clearly
understand that someone's suffering at one part of the
earth is the same as us suffering. We are no longer iso-
lated physically, emotionally, or mentally. We know
we are one.

The keys to being a spiritually mature person are
the ability to understand, encourage, and inspire oth-
ers rather than judge, criticize, and condemn. These
qualities help us establish right human relations. So,
being spiritually mature goes hand in hand with the
ability to form right human relations. 

Right human relations are formed when we relate
with others, forming families and groups of people
with the same interests. Some group interactions are
better than others. For example, the more committed
are the members of a group, the better will be the les-
sons of human relations. When people form a loose
group without commitment, the likelihood of mem-
bers coming and going on a regular basis increases.
Without commitment, the group encourages window
shoppers. When a couple is not committed to their
relationship, their conflicts will not be resolved and
eventually the unity will be broken. When a family
does not have committed members, the family will
disintegrate under the pressures of conflict. The same
pattern operates in a group. When the group mem-
bers are not dedicated to each other and to the pur-
pose of the group, we do not have a real group but a
clustering of people who interact with others only
when there is personal advantage to be gained. The
virtues of sharing, resolving, sacrificing are not nur-
tured and grown within the hearts of the participants.

When a few people form a group devoted to a
shared vision, they will quickly encounter the various
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issues that will make them eventu-
ally have right human relations. If
the issues are not solved, the group
will disband. If we can see how
group work is the same as commu-
nity and national work, we can
make the needed leap, as humani-
ty, to building better human rela-
tions across the globe.

As we look at the bloody con-
flicts that are still plaguing the
planet, in the life of individuals, in
families, and in communities, con-
flicts that seem tribal and prehis-
toric in nature, we wonder, what
will it take for people to leave each
other alone? What will it take for
people to worship whomever they
want and let others do the same?
What will it take for people to re-
spect the rights of others and ex-
pect the same from them? What
will it take to leave people free to
develop their life systems the way
they want? What will it take to re-
move terror and uncertainty from
our lives? What will it take for
compassion to take root in our
hearts and help those who are less
fortunate by providing food, shel-
ter, medicine, and education? How
do we uplift the miserable condi-
tion of this planet and give people
the freedom to pursue their pur-
pose in life?

Spiritual maturity shows as un-
derstanding, encouraging, and in-
spiring others. How do we get
there? Here are three components
that are essential to developing
spiritual maturity: The Spirit of
Cooperation, Greater Vision, and
the Ability to hold the light of the
Vision.

The Spirit of Cooperation

The major component of right
human relations is the spirit of co-
operation. Cooperation as a Cos-
mic Law is deeply discussed in the
beautiful book The Psychology of
Cooperation and Group Conscious-
ness. This Law operates in the en-
tire universe in order to lead every
form into a higher purpose. We
cannot achieve our own individual
purposes without cooperating with
something. For example, our fam-
ily members have to cooperate
with us so we can grow and bloom
into souls. The cooperation of our
friends and co-workers enhances
our development. If we associate
with a group of people whose mo-
tive is to grow spiritually and to
serve and bloom, our growth is en-
hanced further. If we live in a com-
munity that allows the freedom to
grow spiritually, and if we are able
to take the time to ponder on the
higher purposes in life, our spiritu-
al growth is further enhanced. Tak-
ing this a step further, we can say
that if people the world over had
the opportunity to ponder on their
soul growth, and allowed others to
do the same, then we would have
the physical, emotional, and men-
tal realms free and clear of pollu-
tions, contradictory thoughts, and
violence. This would clear the path
for us to strive even more and not
be concerned with painful issues of
war, depravation, disease, and ter-
ror. What freedom could be af-
forded to every human being if the
news suddenly had no pain and
suffering to report!

The Law of Cooperation oper-
ates as a simple survival instinct,

where one person joins another for
love and protection. It starts to
work first as an affinity to build re-
lationships and eventually operates
as a law under which people coop-
erate with full consciousness of
purpose and goals. This Law kin-
dles the fires in our hearts to seek
out others to be with. It pushes us
to seek comfort in groups, in com-
munities, in activities with others.
It brings us the ability to exist, to
be healthy, happy, prosperous, en-
lightened, and secure. When we
see destruction and disintegration,
we see that the Law of Coopera-
tion has been withdrawn through
the actions of the human beings.

"The Law of Cooperation can
be activated or refused. Refusal of
the Law of Cooperation results in
suffering, pain, and death. For in-
dividuals, groups, and nations, the
study and application of this law is
vital.

"History must be examined
from the viewpoint of the existence
and operation, or the absence of
the Law of Cooperation. All break-
throughs are made, all great cul-
tures and civilizations are born
through response to the Law of
Cooperation. Conversely, misery,
pain, suffering, bloodshed, destruc-
tion, and death come to us as a re-
sult of the absence of cooperation."

(The Psychology of Cooperation and Group
Consciousness by Torkom Saraydarian, pp.

35-36.)

"The more a person cooperates,
the more he rids his nature of all
those elements which cause him
unhappiness, pain, and suffering,
and the more he can fuse with the
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group interest, joyfully experiencing the loss of his
personal interest.

"Any 'cooperation' that is developed for self-inter-
est only is a technique of exploitation which will draw
a person into conflict with the Law of Cooperation.
Conflict with this law will result in failure, pain, and
suffering."

(Ibid, p. 37.)

The Spirit of Cooperation is the inner quality of a
person who is willing to forget his own personal agen-
da and is able to work with others to achieve a goal or
a purpose. A person first knows the spirit of coopera-
tion when he begins to take deliberate steps to trans-
form his physical body, his emotions, and his mental
nature. After this comes the focus on the formless
world, the Higher Worlds, and the realization that
our personality existence is only the shadow of the
Subtle Worlds. This involves real self-exertion on the
part of the seeker, an exertion that is beyond the com-
forts of daily life. The major component of self-exer-
tion is realized when the person admits himself into
group work.

There is nothing like being in a group to see truly
our level of spiritual maturity: trying to work on a
project, participating in meetings, having meaningful
discussions on various issues, making decisions, listen-
ing to others, and so on. This is when our real person-
ality comes out. Being involved in a group, being ded-
icated to the work of that group, and trying to forget
oneself, one's hurts and pains, one's fears, one's
angers, one's agendas, even one's personal likes and
dislikes and opinions take a lot of maturity. Whenev-
er we see a group of people working in harmony, we
can see a group of mature, wise individuals who are
not concerned with getting their opinions and feel-
ings accepted and massaged. Whenever we see a group
of people who are entertaining personal agendas, per-
sonal programs, personal projects, we see a group of
people who have not yet sensed the spirit of coopera-
tion. A mature person is immediately visible to all; so
is an immature person.

Why be involved in group work? Here are some
reasons:

1. It is a natural process. Just like a cell becomes
a body, the body becomes a family, the family forms
parts of ever larger groups. If we do not involve our-
selves in group work, we become increasingly isolated
and selfish. When we see groups and communities
lose their fire and creativity, it is because the Law of
Cooperation was not followed by the individuals.
They were involved just for self-comfort.

2. We grow and become more efficient when we
work with a group. This is how we become a living
branch on a larger tree. "Remaining alone, the cell or
person will be deprived of greater labor, and will lose
the chance to develop group consciousness-which it is
his destiny to develop."

(The Psychology of Cooperation and Group Consciousness by Torkom
Saraydarian, p. 33.)

3. Group work gives the individual responsibili-
ties beyond his personal needs. The accomplishments
of tasks for the betterment of the group, serving, giv-
ing of oneself for the nurture of the group effort helps
the human soul to grow. Group work increases the
ability to sacrifice the non-essential and focus on the
essential. Group work increases true love, wisdom,
and spiritual will.

4. Group work helps us be firm in our dedica-
tion. It helps us grow through the pain and suffering
of disagreements and feel the joy when the unity is
maintained and the group grows and becomes
stronger. Every family knows how the crises and dis-
agreements, when met with the need to solve and un-
derstand, make them grow in closeness and strength.
Every relationship within that family or group is
made stronger and deeper. Group life helps us see
how problems can be solved, how we can grow and
deepen, and how our friendships can endure.

5. Group work prepares us for higher labor.
Higher initiations are taken as a group. Higher con-
tacts and inspirations are better received as a group.
Higher service is done with cooperation and the con-
sciousness of the larger purpose. In higher service,
there is no room for the individual's opinions, likes,
and dislikes. All labor is done for the fulfillment of a
greater purpose and greater plan.
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News & Events
Special Sale: We have a fresh shipment of Laven-

der and Eucalyptus essential oils. In July and August,
we will offer a 20% discount on 4 oz and 8 oz bot-
tles of Lavender and Eucalyptus oils.

Sale books: We have many books that have slight-
ly damaged covers at bargain prices. We also have the
first edition of several books available at discount
prices; Sex, Family and the Woman in Society - $5.00,
Woman Torch of the Future - $3.00, Challenge for Dis-
cipleship - $5.00, and some of the family series book-
lets for $1.00 each. Call for prices and availability.

Wesak 2002: This year's Wesak celebration was a
truly beautiful event. We continued with our tradi-
tion of sacred songs and dances. All felt a greater in-
tegration and greater awareness of the sacredness of
sound and movement. The Wesak meditation was
memorable and powerful. The lectures on health and
healing and the role of the Living Ethics in our life
were given with enthusiasm and creativity. Following
the lectures, group discussions were held on some of
the Agni Yoga verses. The focus was on the topic of
world events and how to understand them. The Con-
ference was highlighted by the premiere performance
of Torkom's play I WAS. What a message of beauty
and hope this gave all of us! The book I WAS should
be read by everyone who is evaluating the life they
have lived. You will find the courage to redeem your
life and turn it into one of true creativity and service.
All of us at TSG express our heartfelt gratitude to all
the speakers, participants, volunteers, and cast mem-
bers.

Wesak 2003 will be celebrated in Sedona on May
14th -17th, (Wednesday through Saturday). The Full
Moon falls on Thursday evening of the 15th. Details
on the Conference will be given in the
November/December issue of Outreach. We look
forward to seeing old friends and making new
friends. 

Torkom’s Birthday will be celebrated on Saturday,
November 2nd. Details will follow.

TSG (UK) Ltd.: We are happy to announce the
birth of the London branch of TSG under the capa-
ble leadership of Catriona Nason. To inaugurate the
founding of this office, Gita Saraydarian will be giv-
ing three seminars in September 2002 in the loca-
tions indicated below.  The first event will be the cel-
ebration of the Sun in Virgo in London, followed by
a two-day seminar.  For detailed information, please
see our website, or contact the following:

� London, England: September 20th, 21st,

22nd; Contact: Catriona Nason: 020-8979-8444.
Email: Catriona@theormonds.freeserve.co.uk

� Edinburgh, Scotland: September 24th and

25th; Contact: John Dumigan
Email: jd@visionary-art.co.uk

� Aarhus, Denmark: September 28th and 29th;
Contact: Lasse Ljungholm: Email: lasseljung-
holm@wanadoo.dk

Greater Vision

"People must have a vision, understand the vi-
sion, and look for the ways and means to actualize
that vision."

(Ibid., p. 41.)

Groups are formed when individuals are attracted
to a greater vision. A couple marries and forms a fam-
ily when they have the vision of love and unity and

shared experience. In building right human relations,
we must be focused on a vision that is group orient-
ed. Personal visions are important in attaining self-
control and personal growth. Eventually, if a personal
vision does not grow to include a group, the person
isolates himself and deprives himself, and his family,
from being involved in the beauty of other people.
When we isolate ourselves, we grow increasingly self-
ish, self-centered, angry, and unable to communicate

Continued on page 6
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with others. We see such people all
the time. They are often angry, im-
patient, are "opinionated", do not
tolerate others' opinions and ways
of communication, are argumenta-
tive. Sometimes such people either
do not communicate at all with
others, or when they are with oth-
ers, they talk incessantly, never lis-
tening to what others are saying.
They are in a monologue.

Focusing on a vision with a
group of people teaches us many
things: How to listen to others
without judgment; how to speak
in turn; how to stay focused on the
matter at hand; how to understand
a variety of personalities, opinions,
styles of speaking; how to sacrifice
one's time and personal agendas;
how not to manipulate; how to
love unconditionally; how to re-
solve conflicts and crises; how to
find common cause and mutual
respect; how to discuss, argue, and
disagree fairly. It even teaches us
the value of our own values. It
helps us measure the strength of
our beliefs, values, and commit-
ments. It teaches us right timing
and right communication. In
short, working with a group and
having a shared vision makes us
grow up and grow in wisdom and
love, patience, and sacrifice. Hav-
ing a greater vision tests us. Are we
self-forgetful? Are we practicing
right speech? Are we harmless? Are
we detached from personality is-
sues? Are we forgiving? Can we
maintain our high standards and
share them with others?

Ability to hold the light of the
Vision

This refers to the ability to sus-
tain the vision once it is contacted.
Many times we experience exalta-
tion and inspiration when we are
with a group of co-workers. We are
fired with the vision of the future,
our labor, our part in the labor. Yet
a day or so later we find we are los-
ing that initial fire. Slowly, we find
ourselves forgetting the vision, or
being annoyed with it. We start to
make excuses: we are busy, we do
not really like group work, we have
family issues to resolve, we have
health issues, we have no time to
give to anything other than meet-
ing our life needs, and so on.

This is sad, but it happens often.
Ask yourself if this has ever hap-
pened in your life and what reasons
you found to shelve the vision.

We often hear from spiritual
people that they will come back in
another life and do all the things
they did not do this life. Is this a
clever way to escape?

Holding on to the vision takes
tremendous courage and sacrifice.
It is all too easy to forget the vision
and purpose of our life and be sub-
merged in the minutiae of daily
life. It is too easy to say you will do
it next lifetime. What if this is the
only opportunity you have to do
your work? What if this opportu-
nity does not come about again?
What if you lose the only chance
you will get for a long time?

Holding on to the vision takes
self-forgetfulness and knowing
how to manage life in the most es-
sential. As we get older and more

mature, we can easily discard pat-
terns that keep us busy but not
productive. We can easily discard
emotional patterns that keep us
chained to people and things that
we have long ago outgrown. We
can easily discard mental traps that
we built as young students that
have no bearing in the real world
of the tangible and intangible life.

Are we holding on to what
should have been forgotten and
cleared from our closets long ago?
Do we know what it is that keeps
us in chains? Can we see our pat-
terns repeating themselves every
month, every year, every time we
meet with a group? Do we see the
pattern of being enthused and
quickly being too busy when it
comes to holding the vision and
forging ahead?

Right human relations takes
work. It takes dedication. It takes
the ability to hold onto what you
find precious in life. It does not
just happen; it takes a tremendous
amount of labor done with others
who hone you, chisel your person-
ality, and make you forget yourself.

How do we manage to hold on-
to the vision? By training our-
selves! Learning to cooperate is not
so difficult when we are with a
group of people we like and agree
with. Having a greater vision is rel-
atively easy, and most people in-
volve themselves in all kinds of vi-
sions and forget themselves. But
holding onto a vision for a period
of time is the most difficult of the
three. What I call "vision fatigue"
sets in. How do we forgo our visions
and let "vision fatigue" set in?
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-When we attach ourselves to
the process and outcome of our vi-
sion.

-When we see the vision being
accomplished only one way, our way.

In group work, we see that there
is no reason to forget our vision,
but we can see different paths that
will lead to it. We also see that life
is made up of many life times, and
our efforts will eventually bear
fruit sometime in the future. We
see the importance of striving and
serving rather than the concrete
outcome of our service and striv-
ing. Actually, a spiritually mature
person sees gain where others see
loss, sees merit where others see no
merit. The measures between the
values of the mundane world and
the subtle worlds are seen clearly
by a mature individual.

The process of spiritual matura-
tion is called "fiery baptism." Each
realization, each understanding is
accomplished through the burning
away of obstacles that prevent soul
expression. Fiery baptism pene-
trates into our lives on every level
of our evolution. Eventually, we
learn the true definitions of victory
and defeat:

"Through fiery baptism you
eventually understand that the
measures in the Subtle Worlds and
in the physical world function on
different scales. For example,
whatever you give here becomes
your savings in the Subtle Worlds.
Whatever you lose here, you find
there. Misfortunes here bring you

fortunes there, if misfortune is un-
derstood in the right way."

(Other Worlds by TorkomSaraydarian, p.
449.)

It takes heroic effort to contin-
ue to serve, to give, to feel, and to
forget oneself only to find yourself
in the Greater Self. Continuity is
achieved only through commit-
ment and cooperation with others.
Here is my favorite section from a
great book by Torkom Saraydarian,
The Purpose of Life:

"-It is easy to create friendship,
but it is not easy to continue it.

"-It is easy to love, but it is not
easy to continue loving.

"-It is easy to be enthused about
something, but it is not easy to be
enthused continuously.

"-It is easy to cooperate for a
while, but it is difficult to contin-
ue to cooperate.

"-It is easy to raise oneself on a
wave of ecstasy, but it is difficult to
continue in ecstasy.

"-It is easy to start the Teaching,
but it is difficult to continue living
according to the Teaching.

"-It is easy to create a unity, but
it is not easy to have a continuous
unity.

"-It is easy to promise, but it is
difficult continuously to meet your
promises.

"-It is easy to have contact with
a vision, but it is not easy to con-
tinue to live with that vision."

"Try to continue your meditation,
your study, your service, your devo-
tion to helping humanity, and you

will be led to Those Who, through
continuity, achieved mastery."

(pp. 192-193.)

Do you find yourself waiting to
do something meaningful, some-
thing that you love the next time
you are born? Are you putting off
your ability to cooperate with oth-
ers and blaming others for your
lack of cooperation? Do you find it
hard to agree with someone else's
vision and try to "improve" on it
by continuous criticism? Do you
get excited and enthused and then
a week later, all that enthusiasm is
just a shadow of a memory? Then
it is time for you to start to devel-
op willpower. Join a group, forget
yourself, keep your opinions to
yourself, do not complain, do not
blame, try to agree with someone
else and do the work. See how it
feels to serve, to sacrifice, to give,
not to expect. See how it feels not
to push your own agenda, to dis-
agree, to express yourself in anger
and frustration. Try to be one with
a group of people. Try to forgive.
Try to express yourself with love
and understanding. Try to listen
with your heart, looking into the
hearts of your co-workers. Ask
guidance to help you hold onto
your vision. Remember that there
are mighty invisible helpers who
are always helping and guiding
you. 

The world needs spiritual ma-
turity. You and I can make a differ-
ence!
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July & August Schedule of Events
The full moon celebrations in Cave Creek will be held on Sundays in the summer to take advantage of the

cooler temperatures in the mornings. There will be two Leo Full Moons, celebrated as follows:

Cave Creek: TSG Center, 10 am to 11 am - Lecture & Meditation
Sunday, July 21st: Festival of Leo with Gita Saraydarian

Sunday, August 18th: Festival of Leo with Gita Saraydarian

Sedona: The Sedona Creative Life Center: 11 am to 12:00 noon
Sunday, July 21st: Festival of Leo with Damon Catizone

Sunday, August 18th: Festival of Leo with Damon Catizone 

There will be no Tuesday classes in July and August in Cave Creek. Have a Happy Summer Vacation.

TSG Foundation - USA
Gita Saraydarian
www.tsgfoundation.org
info@tsgfoundation.org
Tel: 480-502-1909

TSG (UK) LTD
Catriona Nason (catriona@theormonds.freeserve.co.uk)
67 Ormond Crescent, Hampton, Middlesex
TW12 2TG UK
Tel: 020-8979-8444


